RESERVING SOFTBALL PRACTICE FIELDS

- Reservations for practice can only be made by teams that are registered to play in the current season and that have paid.

- Reservations for practice can only be scheduled on the Upper and Lower softball fields at MBLP only.

- Registered teams can schedule practice any time after payment is made.

- There is no extra fee associated with reserving practice time, for registered teams.

- **Reservations must be made at least 24 hours in advance.**

- Practice fields are allocated on 1 ½ hour time slots. The three slots for week day use are: 5-6:30 pm, 6:30-8pm, and 8-9:30pm. Weekend field use is available from 8am-10pm. **Teams cannot schedule practice more than 2 times per week. Practices cannot be scheduled for concurrent time slots.**

- Reservations for practice must be made on a weekly basis. Teams can only schedule practice for the current week.

- Reservations can be made by calling or emailing the Parks & Leisure Services Department with requested times and field desired (upper or lower). The contact information is:
  
  Ashley Lanham  
  Phone: 865-218-3376  
  Email: alanham@townoffarragut.org

- If rain occurs, then fields could be closed for the day. Please call the Sports Infoline before traveling to the field. That number is: 865-966-2420.